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Abstract—Rust is an industrial systems programming language
unique in achieving memory safety without the need for a
garbage collector. Instead, Rust relies on a unique and sometimes
subtle resource ownership and borrowing system. This system
can make learning Rust a challenge, even for experienced programmers. Motivated by these challenges, we introduce RustViz,
a tool that allows an instructor to generate custom interactive
timelines depicting ownership and borrowing events alongside
Rust code examples embedded within learning material. These
visualizations makes visible the static events, and subsequent state
changes, that a Rust programmer must otherwise track entirely
mentally. We have used RustViz to build a week-long Rust
unit in a large undergraduate programming languages course.
We demonstrate that this learning material, and the RustViz
visualizations in particular, were valuable to students and led to
the development of an accurate mental model of the essentials
of ownership and borrowing in Rust.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today, critical systems software (e.g. operating system
components, web browser renderers, drivers, and numerical
libraries) is typically written in languages like C and C++ that
are not memory safe. Programs can, for example, read from
memory that has already been freed or access an out-of-bounds
location in an array. This can cause program crashes, memory
corruption, and open up security vulnerabilities. The costs of
bugs like these are collectively enormous: Microsoft reported
that 70% or more of all security vulnerabilities are caused by
memory safety issues [1]. In addition to safety issues, C/C++
programs often exhibit memory leaks, where resources are not
deallocated though they are no longer referenced.
The most direct solution to these pernicious problems is to
write systems software in languages that enforce the use of a
memory safe automatic memory management system. Indeed,
nearly every mainstream language today except for C and C++
is memory safe. However, memory safety typically comes at a
cost: automatic memory management typically requires a runtime garbage collector. While garbage collection algorithms
have advanced significantly over the past several decades, the
associated run-time cost is still perceived to be prohibitive for
performance-critical systems software [2].
Rust sits in a unique niche: it is a systems programming
language that achieves memory safety without relying on runtime garbage collection [3, 4]. Instead, Rust’s automatic mem-

ory management is achieved by an entirely static (compiletime) analysis, so there is no run-time cost. In particular,
Rust’s borrow checker statically associates a unique owner
with each allocated resource. The resource is automatically
deallocated (“dropped”, in Rust parlance) when its owner goes
out of scope. The key complication is that ownership of a
resource is moved when passing data into and returning from
functions. To increase flexibility, the owner of a resource can
also enable borrowed access to the resource, without giving
up ownership, via references (internally, pointers). The borrow
checker enforces a set of rules to ensure that such borrows do
not outlive the resource’s owner, thereby ensuring memory
safety. Reference lifetimes are non-lexical, determined by a
last-usage analysis within their lexical scope.
In addition to memory safety, Rust enforces a form of thread
safety (avoidance of data races, another notorious source of
bugs in systems software), aliasing control, and mutation
control by distinguish two kinds of references. Mutable (a.k.a.
unique) references allow for mutation, but within their lifetime
the borrow checker ensures that they are unique in their access
to the resource. Elsewhere, any number of immutable (a.k.a.
shared) references can be created.
Despite these unique and subtle restrictions, Rust has been
gaining traction explosively. For five consecutive years, Rust
was the “most loved” programming language in Stack Overflow’s Developer Survey [5]. In industry, Rust has notable
users such as Microsoft [6], Amazon [7], Mozilla [8], Cloudflare [9], Dropbox [10], and Discord [11].
However, the subtlety inherent in Rust’s ownership and
borrowing rules also make Rust difficult to learn and Rust code
difficult to reason about, even for experienced programmers
[12, 13]. A systematic survey of posts on various online
forums found that people learning Rust frequently complained
that the borrow checker was inaccessible [14]. In interviews,
participants learning Rust reported that the borrow checker was
an “alien concept” and “the biggest struggle” in learning Rust
[15]. Searches on Rust forums show that “fighting the borrow checker” has become a common refrain, particularly for
novices. Interviews with industry professionals also found that
difficulties with learning Rust presented barriers to adoption
[2]. A participant in a study by Coblenz et al. [16] writes:
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“Learning Rust ownership is like navigating a maze
where the walls are made of asbestos and frustration, and the maze has no exit, and every time you
hit a dead end you get an aneurysm and die.
Motivated by the difficulties that Rust learners face, we
sought to develop learning material targeted at students with at
least 2 semesters of programming experience (CS1 and CS2,
taught using C++ at our institution), but no exposure to Rust.
Based on the studies above, we identified the key challenge:
the user must learn to mentally simulate the logic of the
borrow checker, which is known to be challenging [17–19].
The source code itself does not directly express key events
and quantities, e.g. ownership movement events, reference lifetimes, or uniqueness-related constraints. To help students learn
to understand the borrow checker, we built a tool, RustViz,
for creating interactive visualizations that explicitly visualize
ownership and borrowing events in the form an interactive
timeline for each variable, displayed aligned with Rust source
code examples appearing in written learning material.
There are two kinds of RustViz users: instructors use
RustViz to generate visualizations for integration into learning
material and learners interact with the visualizations while going through learning material. Sec. II introduces RustViz from
the learner’s perspective (and serves as a brief introduction to
Rust itself). Sec. III then describes how instructors can prepare
such visualizations, customized to focus specifically on the
program elements of interest, by annotating Rust source code
using a simple domain-specific language (DSL).
We have integrated RustViz into a two-lecture Rust unit
in an upper-level undergraduate course on Programming Languages taken by 313 students over four semesters. Sec. IV describes the learning goals and reports the results of quantitative
assessments, qualitative surveys, and thinkaloud lab sessions
involving the participants. This data suggest that the students,
who all have prior experience with C++ and limited or no prior
exposure to Rust, are able to achieve the intended learning
goals, i.e. they are able to form an accurate mental model
of the essential components of Rust’s distinctive ownership
and borrowing system over the course of only one week of
instruction and one homework assignment. The RustViz visualizations were extensively used by, and considered valuable
by, these students. Students were largely enthusiastic about the
language after engaging with this learning material.
In addition to the required assignment, students from one
semester were offered extra credit to generate a RustViz
visualization, taking on the role of a hypothetical instructor.
Students who submitted this exercise were able to generate the
correct visualization within two hours. Some students reported
that this helped improve their understanding of Rust itself,
suggesting a pedagogical role for visualization generation.
Taken together and more broadly, this data suggests that in
learning advanced type systems and static analyses, visualization can serve a valuable role as part of a broader pedagogical
context. We conclude after a discussion of future and related
work in Secs. V-VII.

Fig. 1. Moves, Copies, and Drops (sublabels for exposition)

II. RUST V IZ BY E XAMPLE
RustViz visualizations consist of a piece of Rust source
code, typically integrated into a narrative tutorial or book
chapter (generated by the popular mdbook tool, see Sec. III),
together with an adjacent timeline of memory-related events
for each variable in the source code that the instructor chooses
to visualize, in an instructor-specified order. This timeline is
displayed aligned with the corresponding source code. Color is
used as secondary notation to better visually group source code
elements with the corresponding column of the timeline. When
learners hover their cursor over the various visual elements of
the timeline, Hover Messages are displayed which describe
the memory events in more detail. To avoid visual clutter, we
describe the key Hover Messages in the text by referring to
sublabels in the figures (which do not appear to users).
A. First Example: Moves, Copies and Drops
Fig. 1 shows a simple example that demonstrates moves,
copies, and drops, all fundamental Rust concepts.
1) Moves: On Line 2, a heap-allocated String resource
is created and bound to s. In Rust, each resource has a unique
owner, and when ownership changes, it is called a move. In this
case, String::from heap-allocates and returns a String,
which moves ownership of that resource to s as indicated by
the Arrow at (b) pointing from (a) to the Dot at (c). The hollow
Line Segment at (d) indicates that s cannot be reassigned nor
can it be used to mutate the resource because let rather than
let mut was used to define s. As the learner hovers their
mouse over these visual elements, the corresponding line is
underlined and the following Hover Messages are displayed:
(a) String::from() (the hover message and highlighted
function name and line are shown in Fig. 1 as an
example)
(b) Move from String::from() to s
(c) s acquires ownership of a resource
(d) s is the owner of the resource. The binding cannot be
reassigned.
On Line 3, takes_ownership (not shown) is called with
s as a parameter, so the String resource gets moved from s
into the function. After this move, s is no longer the owner of
the resource, so the resource is no longer accessible through
s. This move is shown in RustViz with the Arrow at (f) from
(e) to (g). Since s is no longer valid for use after the move
event, there is no longer a visible Line Segment in s’s timeline
after the Dot. The Hover Messages here are:

(e) s’s resource is moved
(f) Move from s to takes_ownership()
(g) takes_ownership() (and the corresponding function in the code is highlighted)
2) Copies: On Line 4, the (immutable) integer value 5 is
bound to x. We use let mut rather than let, so x can be
reassigned. as indicated by the solid Line Segment at (i). The
Hover Messages are:
(h) x acquires ownership of a resource
(i) x is the owner of the resource. The binding can be
reassigned.
On Line 5, y is initialized with x. In Rust, types with stackonly data, like integers, generally have an annotation called
the Copy trait. Resources of these types get copied rather
than moved. The copy is shown in RustViz with the Arrow
at (k) pointing from (j) to (l). Since x is still valid for use,
the solid Line Segment continues in x’s timeline at (m). The
Line Segment at (n) is hollow because we used let rather
than let mut for y. The Hover Messages here are:
(j) x’s resource is copied
(k) Copy from x to y
(l) y is initialized by copy from x
(m) x is the owner of the resource. The binding can be
reassigned.
(n) y is the owner of the resource. The binding cannot be
reassigned.
On Line 6, we mutate x, as indicated by the Dot at (o)
continuing to solid Line Segment (p):
(o) x acquires ownership of a resource
(p) x is the owner of the resource. The binding can be
reassigned.
3) Drops: The variables s, x, and y go out of scope at
the end of the function on Line 7, as indicated by Dots (q)(s). Since x and y were owners, their resources are dropped.
However, since s’s resource was moved earlier, no drop
occurs, as indicated in the corresponding Hover Messages:
(q) s goes out of scope. No resource is dropped.
(r) x goes out of scope. Its resource is dropped.
(s) y goes out of scope. Its resource is dropped.
By following the arrows coming out of move events, it is
possible to see exactly when each resource is automatically
dropped by Rust.
B. Second Example: Shared and Unique Borrows
Our second example, in Fig. 2, demonstrates borrowing, i.e.
working with references to resources.
1) Immutable Borrows: On Line 2, a mutable String
resource is created as described in Sec. II-A.
On Lines 4 and 5, immutable references (a.k.a. shared
references) to s are created and assigned to r1 and r2,
respectively. In Rust, immutable references are created with
the & operator and the creation of an immutable reference
is called an immutable borrow. Resources cannot be mutated
through immutable references, so it is thread safe for Rust’s
borrow checker to allow multiple immutable borrows of a

Fig. 2. Borrows

resource to be live. The timelines for variables of reference
type are split into two parts. The first part is the Line Segment
that represents the variable itself, which is displayed in the
same way as variables of other types. The second part is the
curved line to the right of the Line Segment, here (d) and (h),
which represents how the borrow allows access to the resource,
i.e. how *r1 and *r2 work as indicated in the header. The
Hover Messages are:
(a) s’s resource is immutably borrowed
(b) Immutable borrow from s to r1
(c) r1 immutably borrows a resource
(d) Cannot mutate *r1
(e) s’s resource is immutably borrowed
(f) Immutable borrow from s to r2
(g) r2 immutably borrows a resource
(h) Cannot mutate *r2
On Line 6, r1 and r2 are passed to compare_strings,
which is shown in RustViz by the f symbol on (i) and (j).
compare_strings can read the resource through these
references, but cannot mutate it. Since r1 and r2’s borrows
are no longer used after the function returns, the borrowed
resource is returned, despite r1 and r2’s lexical scope not
ending. This is due to a feature in Rust called non-lexical
lifetimes, which allows more programs to pass the borrow
checker by disregarding borrows which are no longer live
because they are never used again. The return of these borrows
are represented by the Arrows at (k) and (l). Some Hover
Messages here are:
(i) compare_strings() reads from r1
(j) compare_strings() reads from r2
(k) Return immutably borrowed resource from r1 to s
(l) Return immutably borrowed resource from r2 to s
(m) s’s resource is no longer immutably borrowed
Variables cannot be mutated if there are live borrows. This is
indicated by the change from a solid to a hollow line segment
at the first borrow event, (a). Once all of the borrows have
been returned, the line segment is solid again.
2) Mutable Borrows: On Line 9, a mutable reference (a.k.a.
unique reference) to s’s resource is created and assigned to r3.
In Rust, mutable references are created with the &mut operator
rather than the & operator, and the creation of a mutable
reference to a resource is called a mutable borrow. Resources

(d) One branch caused a change in ownership, so x no
longer owns a resource. Its resource will be dropped if
it was not moved.
(e) x goes out of scope. No resource is dropped.
III. G ENERATING RUST V IZ V ISUALIZATIONS

Fig. 3. Conditionals

can be mutated through mutable references. To ensure thread
safety and help control aliasing, if a mutable borrow of a
resource is live, no other borrow of that resource, mutable or
immutable, may be live, nor may the resource be accessed by
the owner. Thanks to non-lexical lifetimes, r3’s borrow does
not conflict with r1 or r2 because r1 and r2’s borrows are
not live. We show that r3’s borrow is mutable in RustViz with
a Solid Line at (q). Since r3 mutably borrows s’s resource,
we cannot access the resource through s, so there is no Line
Segment between Lines 9 and 10. The Hover Messages here
are:
(n) s’s resource is mutably borrowed
(o) mutable borrow from s to r3
(p) r3 mutably borrows a resource
(q) Can mutate the resource *r3
On Line 10, r3 is passed to clear_string, and
clear_string is able to mutate the String through that
reference. After the function returns, the borrowed resource
is returned to s. With the String resource no longer being
mutably borrowed, s’s Line Segment in the timeline resumes.
Some Hover Messages here are:
(r) clear_string() reads from r3
(s) Return mutably borrowed resource from r3 to s
(t) s’s resource is no longer mutably borrowed
C. Third Example: Conditionals
Our third example, in Fig. 3, demonstrates how ownership
changes in conditionals are visualized. The key idea is that
the ownership state at the branchpoint, (b), is the initial
state in each branch. However, the visualization challenge is
that the else branch is far away from the branchpoint. To
communicate this, we mark branching in the visualization by
splitting the timeline. In the first branch, the left split is active
and visualizes the move on Line 5, at (c). In the else branch,
the right split, which was left grayed out but visible to indicate
continuity from the branchpoint, is active. In this branch, no
move occurs. At the end of the conditional, the ownership state
has been moved if either branch ended with the resource being
moved away. Again, we use the Hover Messages to indicate
the semantics:
(a) x acquires ownership of a resource
(b) Conditional is entered. x owns a resource at the start
of both branches.
(c) x owns a resource at the start of the else branch

We now turn to the instructor’s perspective. Instructors generate visualizations using a domain-specific language (DSL)
written in comments within the Rust code being visualized,
which are read and stripped by the RustViz tool. Consider as
a running example the simple visualization in Fig. 4a. The
corresponding visualization specification is in Fig. III. The
visualization specification consists of a:
1) Column Specification, which specifies which variables
and related functions are to be visualized; and
2) Event Specifications, which specify ownership and borrowing events via structured comments after each corresponding line
A. Column Specification
The column specification at the top of Fig. III specifies
names of all the variables that are used in the visualization
together with their role: Owners, StaticRefs or MutRefs,
or Functions. The first three of these roles appear as
columns in the order specified. Functions can be used for
the function icons that appear between columns.
A column specification including all variables and functions
mentioned in the code can be automatically generated from a
Rust file as a starting point. However, typically there will be
variables or functions that are not of pedagogical interest (e.g.
the println! macro function, or guard in Fig. 3), so after
automatic generation, the instructor is free to manually remove
or re-order the columns as necessary.
B. Event Specification
Once the columns are specified, the instructor can write an
event specification via structured comments at the end of each
line where one or more events occur. Each structured comment
consists of comma-separated event descriptions between !{
and }. Each event description consists of the event name and
its parameters.
On Line 7, the event InitResourceParam(s1)
specifies that s1 acquires ownership of a resource
from the caller because it is a function parameter. On
Line 8, the event Move(String::from()->s2)
specifies that there is a move from String::from()
to s. The instructor decided not to visualize events
related to println!() on Line 9. On Lines 10-11, the
events
PassByStaticReference(s1->other()),
PassByStaticReference(s2->other())
specify
that both s1 and s2 are statically passed to function
other() as references. On Line 12, the events
GoOutOfScope(s1), GoOutOfScope(s2)
specify
that s1 and s2 are going out of scope. The system
automatically determines whether a drop will occur based on
the prior move events.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

(a) Example Visualization Output

/*--- BEGIN Column Specification --Owner s1;
Owner s2;
Function String::from();
Function other();
--- END Column Specification ---*/
fn f(s1 : String) { // !{ InitResourceParam(s1) }
let s2 = String::from("hello"); // !{ Move(String::from()->s2) }
println!("{}:{}", s1, s2);
other(&s1,&s2); /* !{ PassByStaticReference(s1->other()),
PassByStaticReference(s2->other()) } */
}/* !{ GoOutOfScope(s1), GoOutOfScope(s2) } */

(b) Corresponding Visualization Specification
Fig. 4. Generating RustViz Visualizations

TABLE I
E VENTS SUPPORTED BY RUST V IZ ( EXCLUDING EVENTS RELATED TO CLOSURES AND STRUCTS )
Event

Image

Hover Messages / Description

Bind(x)

(a) x acquires ownership of a resource.

Copy(x->y)

(a) x’s resource is copied.
(b) Copy from x to y.
(c) y is initialized by copy from x.

Copy(x->None)

(a) x’s resource is copied.

Move(x->y)

(a) x’s resource is moved.
(b) Move from x to y.
(c) y acquires ownership of a resource.

Move(x->None)

(a) x’s resource is moved to the caller.

ImmutableBorrow(x->y)

(a) x’s resource is immutably borrowed.
(b) Immutably borrowed from x to y.
(c) y immutably borrows a resource.

MutableBorrow(x->y)

(a) x’s resource is mutably borrowed by y.
(b) Mutably borrowed from x to y.
(c) y mutably borrows a resource.

ImmutableDie(y->x)

(a) x’s resource is no longer immutably borrowed.
(b) Return immutably borrowed resource from y to x.

MutableDie(y->x)

(a) x’s resource is no longer mutably borrowed.
(b) Return mutably borrowed resource from y to x.

PassByImmutableReference(x->f)

(a) f() reads from x.

PassByMutableReference(x->f)

(a) f() reads from x.

GoOutOfScope(x)

(a) x goes out of scope.

GoOutOfScope(x)

(a) x goes out of scope. Its resource is dropped.

GoOutOfScope(x)

(a) x goes out of scope. No resource is dropped.

InitRefParam(x)

(a) x is initialized as the function argument.

InitResourceParam(x)

(a) x acquires ownership of a resource.

StartIf()

(a) Enters an if block.

StartElse()

(a) Enters an else block.

EndIf()

(a) Finishes an entire conditional block.

The events that Rustviz supports are included in Table I,
together with their hover messages and the visual depiction
that is generated. Lines in this table are shown as hollow
unless it is obligatory for the line to be solid. Events related
to closures and structs are also supported, but were not used
in our evaluation or presented in the previous section, so we
omit them from the table.
The system performs lightweight error checking for events.
Namely, DSL syntax errors are reported, as are uses of names
that were not declared in the Column Specification. However,
no semantic analysis of the Rust code itself is performed.
C. Visualization Generation
The instructor supplies this annotated source file, i.e. the
visualization specification, to the RustViz DSL processor to
generate SVG files containing the original source code (with
DSL comments stripped) and the corresponding timeline visualization. These SVG files can be incorporated into narratives
generated using a version of mdbook, a popular documentation
system in the Rust community (used, for example, by the
official Rust Book), equipped with an additional helper script
that handles hover interactions. The resulting book can be
viewed in a web browser. The visualizations could also in
principle be integrated into any other webpage.
IV. E VALUATION
We evaluated the effectiveness of RustViz within a broader
pedagogical context: a short Rust unit, consisting of two 80
minute lectures, an optional 60 minute discussion section,
a 30-minute written tutorial, and a homework assignment,
which included a survey. This unit has been integrated into the
second half of an undergraduate elective Programming Languages course. RustViz is integrated into the tutorial material
directly. In addition, the lecture material includes hand-drawn
whiteboard diagrams inspired by RustViz’s visual language.
Our quantitative focus was on evaluating the learning unit
as a whole, rather than on isolating the impact of specific
visualization design choices. We evaluated the visualization
design primarily via qualitative means, discussed below.
A. Learning Goals
This unit was near the end of the semester, so students were
assumed to have basic understanding of basic programming
language concepts, e.g. scope and memory. We sought to
achieve the following learning goals:
1) Understand concepts related to ownership in Rust
a) Understand that each resource has a unique identifier called its owner
b) Understand the different ways that ownership can
be moved
c) Be able to determine when resources are automatically dropped (when the owner goes out of scope)
d) Understand the difference between moves and
copies
2) Understand Rust’s borrowing rules

a) Understand the difference between mutable and
immutable borrows
b) Understand that borrows cannot outlive the owner
c) Understand non-lexical lifetimes
Notably, we avoid certain advanced Rust concepts such as
lifetime annotations, compound data types (e.g., structs and
array slices), reborrowing, and unsafe code.
B. Study Format
The participants in our study are students of an elective
Programming Language course for computer science majors.
This course was taught four times, over four consecutive
semesters (the first two of which were taught remotely due
to the COVID-19 pandemic), consisting of 62, 65, 74, and
112 students, respectively, totaling 303 students. The lecture
and tutorial materials, and certain aspects of the visualization
(e.g. spacing between the code and the visualization, the
line spacing, the ease of hovering over lines and other small
elements, the addition of the line underlining when hovering)
were modified somewhat between semesters based on student
feedback, though the overall structure of the material did
not change, so we analyzed the results from each semester
separately. However, the results below are pooled because we
did not observe substantial qualitative differences in response
distributions or performance. The study was conducted with
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval. All participants are
adults who are proficient in C++ (which is taught in the twocourse pre-requisite sequence) but report limited or no prior
exposure to Rust: 31.9% of the students had not heard of Rust
at all, an additional 52.4% had heard of Rust but not learned
any details of its semantics, while less than 5% had more than
trivial experience with Rust.
We additionally selected four paid student volunteers for
a thinkaloud study to provide additional qualitative context.
These participants were recorded as they engaged with the
tutorial and assignment questions for one hour and asked
to “think aloud” as they engaged with the tutorial text and
visualizations, describing their thought processes, including
times when they were confused or unsure. Participants were
also asked to describe their problem solving process when
answering corresponding assignment questions.
C. Learning Material
Prior to engaging in the assessment portion of the Rust unit,
participants were able to virtually attend or asynchronously
watch two 80-minute lectures introducing Rust’s ownership
and borrowing system. These lectures were optional, and
between 20-30% of students did not attend or watch the lecture
videos before starting on the assignment.
In addition to the optional lectures, the students were required to read an interactive tutorial, developed using mdbook
and RustViz as described in Sec. III. This tutorial was designed
to take about 30 minutes and covered the same concepts as
lecture, in more specific detail. The tutorial text and code examples were designed to convey all of the necessary concepts
in isolation, even if the student did not refer to or understand

the visualizations. Students generally spent between 20-45
minutes on the tutorial as assessed by both self-report and
telemetry, and almost no students skipped the tutorial.
In the survey after the assessment, students were asked to
reflect on the helpfulness of the tutorial text and the interactive
visualizations separately. Rating on a 5-point Likert scale,
The results show that nearly all students found both the
text and the interactive visualizations helpful or very helpful.
In particular, across four semesters, 47% reported that the
interactive visualizations in the tutorial was very helpful in
terms of improving their understanding of ownership and
borrowing in Rust, and 46% reported it to be helpful.
When asked to assess the level of interaction that students
had with the RustViz visualizations in particular, about 3 out of
4 students reported either interacting with each code visualization or regularly inspecting the visualizations throughout the
tutorial. In our thinkaloud sessions, the participants chose not
to inspect all segments of the visualizations on the first pass.
If the reading was confusing, the participants would generally
spend more time on the corresponding visualization, or would
revert back to a visualization from earlier in the tutorial. All
thinkaloud participants provided feedback suggesting that they
found the visualizations helpful in these particular situations.
Free response feedback also indicated that students referred
back to visualizations multiple times:
“I think most of them are helpful. But sometimes I
had to read them twice to fully understand.”
“I looked at every visual and traced the ownership
for each variable, but I found it a bit bothersome to
repeatedly look back and forth from the code. The
color highlighting did help, and I did enjoy that. I
found the different arrows and line segments to be
a bit hard to follow.”
Much of the feedback focused on the difficulty of pointing
at a particular part of the visualization that was of interest, due
to crowding. We made small improvements between semesters
but a more comprehensive solution remains desirable:
“The arrow heads seemed to overlap a bit as well,
so it was harder to see some of the directions of
actions.”
“The hovering required precision sometimes, like
in the Borrowing section where there were multiple
things that can be hovered clustered together. Maybe
bigger or more spaced out targets would help with
this.”
In addition, some students noted difficulty with understanding the meaning of certain aspects of the visual notation, which
could perhaps be addressed using a key or making this more
explicit in the tutorial text when the corresponding concept is
introduced:
“A key identifying what different types of lines and
symbols meant would have been helpful. I still don’t
know what the double line vs the single line means
in the diagrams.”

“I wish there was an easier way to tell if the
lines represented ownership, immutable borrowing,
or mutable borrowing by just looking at the visuals
without hovering my mouse over them. Maybe a key
of some sort for what each line represents? I like the
hover feature but maybe there is a way to provide
more detail at a glance.”
D. Exercises
After engaging with the learning material, students were
asked to complete a series of graded multiple choice exercises.
Students were allowed to refer back to the learning material
freely during these exercises. Students were not informed of
whether their answer was correct until after the deadline.
The exercises were designed to assess the learning goals
described above, while avoiding questions where the answer
could be produced simply by entering the code into a Rust
REPL. For example, to assess students’ ability to reason about
ownership changes and drops, we asked questions like:
Consider the following Rust program.
fn id(y : String) -> String {y}
fn f(x : String) -> i32 {
println!("Hello, {}!", x);
let z = id(x);
println!("Goodbye, {}!", z);
42
}
fn main() {
println!("Welcome!");
{
let a = String::from("world");
println!("Thinking...");
let q = f(a);
println!("The meaning of life is: {}.", q);
}
println!("Done.");
}

The student is then provided with the text that is printed
to standard out, followed by the following multiple-choice
question. “The string resource that a initially owns is dropped
between which two adjacent lines of output above?”. In the
example above, the answer is just after Goodbye, world!.
This cannot be determined simply by entering the code into
Rust, because drops do not elicit any visible side effect.
As a free response follow up, we ask the student to
“Explain why by describing the events related to movement
and borrowing that occur in the code above.”
It took students a median of 5.43 minutes to provide
an answer to each exercise. Students performed well: the
average score for the exercises was 5.46 out of 6, with a
standard deviation of 0.662. The was one question that students
performed most poorly on (about 30% of students answered
incorrectly) required an understanding of non-lexical lifetimes,
suggesting a need to improve coverage of this topic.
We assessed the free response question qualitatively, and
found that students were generally correct in the sequence
of moves and borrows involved in each question, though the
precision in the language used varied (we did not provide
any examples). A slight preference for phrases used in the
Hover messages was apparent, but we did not analyze this
quantitatively.

Students did generally choose to refer back to the tutorial
while answering the exercises. About 30% of students also
reported accessing other resources (e.g. an online IDE, the
official documentation, or other tutorials or books). Though
most students had no experience using Rust coming into the
unit, the survey after the assessment indicated that over 85% of
the students were interested or very interested in using the Rust
language. This enthusiasm was also evident in survey results
at the end of the semester (and in informal interactions).
E. Extra Credit: Creating a Visualization
During the second semester, we also offered an extra credit
assignment (several weeks after the above assignment, after
one intervening assignment which also used Rust to explore
parallelism and concurrency) which allowed students to try
generating the visualization for an example program using the
RustViz DSL. We assessed the correctness of the generated
visualization and included several additional qualitative survey
questions. The exercise material is included in the supplement.
Among the students completing the previous assignment, 28
of them completed the extra credit assignment. It is not clear
whether there was a bias in favor or against students who were
doing well. It took 103.1 minutes on average for a student
to complete this assignment, including reading the tutorial,
setting up Rust locally, setting up RustViz, annotating the
sample source code using our DSL to generate the timelines,
and debugging. Over 60% of the students agree or strongly
agree that the set up process is simple and easy, while 90%
agree or strongly agree that the annotation format is simple
and intuitive. Additionally, more than 60% of the students
reported that trying to generate visualization for an example
using RustViz helps them better understand move, copy and
borrow events in Rust programs. This suggests that it may be
helpful to use RustViz as a tool for students to generate these
examples themselves in order to develop a more systematic
understanding of Rust.
F. Threats to Validity
All four semesters of the course described above were
taught during the COVID-19 pandemic, with two semesters
being taught entirely remotely. The student population in the
remote semesters was unlikely to be statistically identical to
the population in the first semester, having gone through many
months of isolation in a remote setting. Neither is either group
necessarily representative of students in a more conventional
classroom setting.
While the student population had a background typical of
the systems programming domain, with their experience being
primarily or exclusively C++ programming, it may be difficult
to generalize to, for example, programmers who have been
in industry for many years, or to programmers who are not
familiar with manual memory management at all.
While we attempted to gather qualitative feedback about
each component of our learning materials separately, it is
difficult to isolate the impact of any one aspect of our
design, and indeed RustViz was designed to operate as one

component in a set of educational materials sharing learning
goals. Our survey and thinkaloud observations suggested that
participants were making active use of the visualizations as
part of an information foraging study strategy, and that merely
attending lecture had not already prepared them to understand
the material in the tutorial. Our deployment in a classroom
setting did not allow us to form a control group of students
who, for example, read a version of the tutorial without the
RustViz visualization. This would be an interesting to study
in a laboratory setting in the future.
Our quantitative assessment is not a validated instrument.
We hope that more research into assessing understanding of
advanced language concepts can be developed to make it
possible to compare alternative Rust learning materials.
V. L IMITATIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
The presented design does not visualize code that fails
the borrow checker, although such code is often helpful in
an instructional narrative, including in the tutorial we designed. Rust’s error messages already include ASCII diagrams
explaining in detail why each error occurs, and these error
messages are highly valued by the Rust community.
We also neglected advanced Rust features, which may be of
interest in a course that covers Rust more in depth. We created
a primitive version of visualization of the conditional branches,
described in Sec. II, but we did not include a detailed account
of conditionals in the tutorial or assessment. Similarly, while
we have designed visualizations for closures (which can take
ownership of resources) and structs, these were not evaluated
in the context of the one-week unit.
Currently, RustViz generates visualizations from manuallyspecified memory events rather than automatically from the
source code directly. Only the column specification can be
automatically generated. We might explore the possibility of
automatic generation of memory events from source code.
However, this might make it difficult for instructors to specifically control the visualization, e.g. by hiding certain subtleties
or well-understood aspects of a code example to focus on
the new ideas. A hybrid approach, similar to our Column
Specification system, may be helpful. However, we did not find
that the work involved in writing the tutorial visualizations was
a significant barrier as instructors of the course, and the control
offered was useful. Fully automatic visualization generation
could, however, be helpful for students or practitioners interested in explanations of code that they have written. Handling
the scaling challenges inherent in our visual design (where
arrows can overlap and timelines are adjacent) is left as future
work.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
RustViz is a program visualization system. Program visualization, in the pedagogical setting and more broadly, has a long
history that has been surveyed extensively [20–22]. RustViz is
distinctive in that it focuses on visualizing the static semantics
of Rust, rather than run-time behavior (where tools like Python
Tutor [23] and other algorithm visualization systems have

been influential [21]). Visualization systems focusing on static
aspects of programs have focused on visualizing syntactic
structure, data and control flow, or architectural relationships
[24]. A related line of work on type debuggers has focused on
helping explain static type errors [25, 26]. RustViz is similar
to TypeTool [27] in its focus on explaining correct but subtle
code, but differs in that it focuses on borrow checking rather
than type checking.
One line of research focused on visualizing the structure
of object graphs using a structure called an “ownership tree”
[28–30]. However, ownership here relates to encapsulation
in object-oriented programming [31], rather than the static
resource ownership discipline used as the basis for Rust’s
memory management system. The ideas here may be relevant
to visualizing ownership relationships involving structs in
Rust, which we did not consider in detail in this paper.
We find that there is little peer-reviewed research specifically on visualizations to assist in reasoning about Rust’s
unique ownership and borrowing rules despite interest in the
Rust community for such tools. Several blog posts propose
various visualizations informally. One showcases a vertical
timeline of ownership and borrowing events [32]—this design
is visually similar to RustViz, except without interactivity.
A different mock-up in another blog post shows a possible
approach for visualizing Rust code in an editor rather than for
documentation [33], albeit emphasizing lifetime extents rather
than the full set of events discussed in this paper. On the
Rust Internals Forum [34], a member (username Nashenas88)
started a thread to discuss ideas for visualizing ownership and
borrowing within an editor. The thread contains various ideas
for such a visualization from Faria and others. Notably, the
member was able to create a working prototype of lifetime
visualization in Atom that is generated directly from Rust
source code. In all cases, these mockups were not substantially
developed or evaluated.
For their bachelor thesis [35], Dominik developed an algorithm that identifies lifetime constraints and the code that
generates the constraints from information extracted from
the Rust compiler, including the Polonius borrow checker.
Dominik also shows a visualization of the lifetime constraints
as a directed graph. Blaser [36] builds on this work for
their bachelor thesis by developing a tool that can explain
lifetime errors in code given the lifetime constraints. Blaser
also created an extension for Visual Studio Code that can
show a graph-based visualization of the lifetime constraints
that is simpler than Dominik’s. As an alternative to the graphbased visualization, Blaser’s Visual Studio Code extension can
show a text-based explanation of lifetime errors in Rust code.
The focus of Blaser’s tool is to help programmers reason
about lifetime-related errors, while our focus is on generating
visualizations in documentation for use in a teaching setting.
Flowistry is a system for visualizing information flows in
Rust code, aimed at helping users hide code unrelated to their
current task [37]. This slicing approach might be helpful in
improving visualizations involving conditionals.
In the direction of visualizations of other “esoteric” seman-

tics, there are some visualization tools that support learning
specialized programming languages other than Rust. SQLVis,
which is a graph-based visualization tool that displays the
implicit relationship between database tables in user-provided
SQL queries, proves to be helpful for novice SQL programmers [38]. CUPV help more advanced learners who study
compilers to understand operations of generated parsers [39].
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced RustViz, a tool to generate
visualizations of ownership and borrowing in Rust programs
from manually-provided memory events. These visualizations
are designed to be displayed alongside example code in documentation to help Rust learners develop a basic understanding
of Rust’s ownership and borrowing rules. We showcased our
visual design by walking through some examples, showed
how RustViz is used to generate the visualizations, described
learning goals that RustViz is being designed to help learners
accomplish, and described and evaluated the design of a short
Rust unit that has been deployed at scale in the classroom.
The results are quite promising – it seems likely that with
the right learning material, programmers familiar with C/C++,
and perhaps other languages, can learn key ideas unique to
Rust in a short period of time, perhaps just an hour or two.
This bodes well for the future of memory and thread safety in
systems programming applications—perhaps human-centered
techniques in conjunction with modern language design can
help turn the tide in the battle against memory-related security
vulnerabilities, program crashes, and program complexity.
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